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had rethatched their cottages, and he saw the smoke rising
from a prosperous countryside. This looks suspiciously
like an imitation of the Shun-Ideal of China; and these
early rulers like those of China are credited with such long
reigns—seventeen of them covering a thousand years—
that we cannot accept the records without suspicion.
Whatever claims they make, these early rulers seldom
behaved as Sons of Heaven should. Like many of the Han,
they were weak, licentious, and cruel. Yuryaku during his
short reign (457-9) turned the Court into a shambles,
and the divine seed was almost exterminated in this dark
period. Buretsu (499—507) was a despot, and the clans
rose against him, in their turn oppressing the people.
Sujun was murdered in 593 by Soga-no Umako, a devout
Buddhist who had previously killed two of the princes.
The Sogas and other great femilies emerge at this time,
destined to play a great role in history, and an early picture
of Takanouchi Soga, Prime Minister of the Empress
Jingu, holding in his arms her infant son, is prophetic.
The Nakatomi and Imabe clans who had taken part in
early rituals for the sun-goddess both claimed descent
from gods, and the former were almost as powerful from
early days as the emperors. It was the rivalry of these
proud families which ensured the success of Buddhism, for
the Soga used it to score off the other clans and guilds, as
in later days the Shoguns were to foster Christianity to
keep the Buddhists in check. We can also see at this early
date the tendency of great clan-chiefs to control the Royal
Family by intermarriage and intrigue, to make puppets of
the 'descendants of the gods*, and serfs of the common
people, till 'slavery formed the backbone of the social
structure', and at last a dictator ruled as regent of a puppet
Shogun, himself the regent of a puppet-emperor.
Society consisted in these early days of uji or clans,
claiming the same ancestor and worshipping him as Kami
or lord. Attached to each clan was a guild or fa9 hereditary
craftsmen under an hereditary chief. Next came slaves,
and these two groups were both under control of the

